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Dear Readers,
We are committed to offering each and every one of
our customers the best-possible logistics package.
In order to be able to continue doing this in the future, we are driving forward the development of our
company with forward-looking investments.
They are based entirely on the needs of our customers and market requirements. We are purposefully
investing in modern terminals, new technologies
and the development of our employees. Three examples:

• To enable more efficient handling in the face of

increasing quantities, we are currently building
new central hubs in Poland and the Czech Republic. In the Czech Republic a hub solely for parcels
is being built, while in Poland it will be a combined
facility for cargo and parcel handling. Construction work has just begun, and the hubs are set to
go into operation later this year (page 9).

• We are moving towards Logistics 4.0, and are

embarking on this path together with our customers while taking advantage of the opportunities
offered to us by technology. These range from
smartphone apps, through intelligent picking solutions, to online portals (pages 4 to 7), and we plan
to continue investing in such technical innovations in the future.

Wolfgang Geis (left) and Hans-Georg Geis

• To ensure that we always offer our customers the

best-possible service, the skill and commitment
of our employees is crucial. One important investment focus, therefore, is the promotion and
training of our employees at all career levels. Our
commitment in the area of dual-degrees is a good
example of this (page 16/17).

Much more news about the Geis Group can be found
on the following pages. We hope you enjoy reading it!
Yours,

Hans-Georg Geis and Wolfgang Geis,
Managing Partners of the Geis Group

SHAPING THE FUTURE
WITH INVESTMENTS

EDITORIAL
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LOGISTICS 4.0
THE FUTURE
HAS BEGUN
Close integration, autonomous systems,
growing digitization – industry is developing rapidly in the direction of 4.0.
One decisive factor in this developent
is logistics, along with the restructuring of supply chains. Geis, too,
is taking advantage of the new opportunities and facing up to the
new challenges.
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A

bout 100 years ago, the
invention of the assembly
line revolutionized production (see info-box on page
6). Now the industry is facing
renewed upheaval in the wake of
Industry 4.0. The new revolution
goes way beyond the production
processes, with the digital and
real world growing closer and
closer. Devices and systems are
being integrated into the global
communications network, and are
independently exchanging information in the “Internet of Things”.

This networking extends beyond
corporate boundaries and along
the entire supply chain – from
the supplier, through the producer, to the customer. Supply chains
are controlled by the logistics. It
therefore has a crucial task, and
Logistics 4.0 ensures that the
networking of products and processes does not end at the virtual
factory fence.

RFID IS THE BRAIN
Devices in smart factories and
logistics centres need a “small
brain” – the RFID chip – to communicate with their environment.
Take the fashion industry: The
RFID tag affixed by fashion label
Drykorn to clothes during production speeds up goods inwards
and goods outwards enormously in Geis’s Kürnach logistics
centre. At the same time, the
entire supply chain is rendered
transparent, and all information

TOP STORY
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is intelligently linked – from the factory,
through the warehouse, to the stores.
To ensure a consistent communications
and information flow, all the participants
in a supply chain must also be linked to
each other. With this
goal in mind, Geis has
developed in close cooperation with its longtime customer AVAYA a
web portal. It has been
programmed, tested,
trained and installed
based on a common
set of requirements. All

information on repair orders is collated in
the portal. All authorized persons and systems can process and clarify orders, trigger special processes and access status
data, reports and statistics in real time.

iStock © Thinkstock / Wikipedia

THE PATH TO INDUSTRY 4.0
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FROM THE APP TO THE MONITOR

Notwithstanding all this high technology,
even with Logistics 4.0 people still remain
indispensable. Geis’s logistics centres in
Frauenaurach (D) and Ostrava (CZ) show
how IT, machinery and man can be cleverly connected. Employees are
kept permanently informed about
the respective order status via
large, highly-visible screens, and
can easily recognize and largely
manage impending bottlenecks
themselves. As part of the process of equipping order-picking

IT, MAN AND MACHINERY LINKED TOGETHER

trolleys for line-feeding, Geis software
has been coupled with mobile put-to-light
systems (see info-box below).
“The Geis Group is well equipped for
Logistics 4.0 and is already deploying the
necessary technology in many areas”, says
Dr. Johannes Söllner. “Together with our
customers, we are embarking step by step
towards the fourth industrial revolution.”
iStock © Thinkstock

A smartphone app, also developed by
Geis technicians, enables intelligent information linking beyond warehouse and
factory boundaries. It is used for, among
other things, the new project for Fresenius
(see page 12/13). Using this app, delivery
of goods is acknowledged by production,
and this information is then processed
further directly in the IT systems of the
customer and service provider.

Employees are kept informed about
the respective order status and can
largely manage themselves.

For a supplier company, Geis
is using an intelligent control
solution to enable the sequenced
provision of production material.
For the complex picking process,
Geis has installed a pick-by-light
system and constructed a frame
wagon, which is equipped with
put-to-light displays. Using this
visual aid, Geis employees are

“LOGISTICS 4.0 IS THE INTEGRATION OF
ALL RELEVANT SYSTEMS ALONG THE
SUPPLY CHAIN – AS WELL AS
THE INTELLIGENT LINKING OF IT,
MACHINERY AND MAN.”

given optimal support when
filling the SLCs.

Dr. Johannes Söllner,
Managing Director of Geis Holding

TOP STORY
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FOUR COUNTRIES –
ONE PARTNER
A strong network in Central Europe: Geis is
active for customers in Germany, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia and Poland.

E

ach day, more than 6,000 Geis employees work at the 140 company-owned
sites. Geis offers parcel and express
services, part- and full-loads and an entire
range of freight-forwarding services, and
uses its own network for tailor-made solutions, including for contract logistics.

08 ROAD SERVICES

A 24/48-hour delivery time between Germany, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and
Poland is standard at Geis. Whether customers wish to send parcel or cargo shipments, with Geis both are in good hands.

NETWORK
EXPANSION IN
CENTRAL

EUROPE

To provide customers with the bestpossible total logistics package, Geis is
investing in the expansion of its own
network. Modern terminals in central
Europe provide the basis for maximum
performance and optimal service.

NEW PARCEL HUB
NEAR PRAGUE (CZ):

COMBINED HUB
NEAR LODZ (PL):

In April, construction work started on a new central hub for parcels in Modletice near Prague. On
an approx. 6,000 m²-large area,
a fully automated sorting system
will allow up to 16,000 parcels
per hour to be sorted. The number
of loading and unloading bays will
increase to 120.

In the centre of Poland near Lodz,
Geis is building, on a 120,000 m²
plot, a central transshipment
centre for both cargo and parcels.
From October, like in the Czech
Republic, up to 16,000 parcels per
hour will be processed on an area
covering around 10,000 m². The
new facility will have 120 loading
and unloading bays.

PART OF THE THE
NETWORK SINCE 2015
Last year, Geis began actively
promoting network expansion:
In Senec (SK) a modern terminal
for parcels, cargo and logistics
replaced the Bratislava site. Geis
opened a new parcel depot in
Brno Blučina (CZ). Another new
depot for parcel logistics was
set up in Slušovice (CZ). It will
relieve the pressure on the Zlín
site. In České Budějovice (CZ),
too, a parcel depot has been
set up, creating more space for
cargo and logistics.

“BY INVESTING IN MODERN HUBS
WE ARE CREATING THE BASIS FOR
EFFICIENT SERVICE PROVISION.”
Joachim Fink, Managing Director of Geis Holding

New road terminal in Ústí nad Orlicí (CZ): Geis CZ’s road site has
moved from Vysoké Mýto to Ústí
nad Orlicí, 18 kilometres away.
In addition, the existing logistics
terminal in Prague-Ruzyně has
been extended to include a cargo
and parcel area. Thus, Geis is now
even more strongly represented in
Central Bohemia.

ROAD SERVICES
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A BEETLE
ON
THE ROAD

From the garage to the
museum: Geis recently transported a 1949
Volkswagen Beetle from
Nuremberg to Istanbul
on an exclusive truck. In
the Turkish capital, this
famous vintage car with
its typical pretzel-shaped
rear window is now on
display at the Rahmi M.
Koç Museum.

THE RAHMI M. KOÇ
MUSEUM
Turkish businessman Rahmi M.
Koç was inspired by a visit to the
Henry Ford Museum in Detroit
to present his collectibles to the
public in a private museum. After

T
iStock © Thinkstock

he VW Beetle was transported around 2,500
kilometres to get there.
The journey began in Thuringia:
Geis Transport und Logistik GmbH collected the vehicle from a private seller in the small village of Heyerode, north of Eisenach. From there, the
first leg of the journey was to Nuremberg, approximately 300 kilometres away, where Geis employees
completed all the necessary formalities for export
to Turkey. The vintage car could then be loaded onto
the truck for the remainder of the journey.
Carefully secured and optimally protected, it set off
on its long journey. After six days, the vintage car
reached Istanbul safe and sound as well as on time,
and Geis handed the collector’s item to the museum.
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several years of preparation, his
museum was opened in 1994.
It is dedicated to the history of
transport, industry and communications. Situated on the banks of
the Golden Horn in Istanbul there
are numerous exciting exhibits on
display, including steam locomotives, historic aircraft and even a
submarine. And since this year, a
Volkswagen Beetle from Germany
too has adorned the showrooms.

“OUR HIGH-TECH
SOLUTIONS
ARE HIGHLY
SUCCESSFUL”
Almost five years ago, the Geis Group
launched a new all-round service for
high-tech products. Three questions
about this to Klaus Stäblein, Head of
Road Services Germany.

Mr Stäblein, when high-tech systems such as
MRI scanners are installed in hospitals, logistics
experts don’t immediately spring to mind as being
the persons behind the process. Which tasks
does Geis actually carry out?
Klaus Stäblein: We bundle together all the services required for such installations. This starts with
collection using special trucks and swap bodies,
followed by intermediate storage, where we keep
the equipment cool if necessary, and finally the
work to be carried out at the place of use. Moving
equipment into buildings is painstaking work, and
our employees are careful to avoid any vibration.
Finally, our specially-trained technicians assemble,
wire up and clad equipment.
Is there a strong demand for the service?
Klaus Stäblein: Our high-tech solutions are highly
successful, as proven by the figures: On service
launch in October 2011, a total of ten people were
employed in the division. Now it is 34. At first we
had 500 square metres of storage space and ten
cooling spaces. Now the storage space is four times
bigger, with 20 cooling places. We’re also transporting more complex devices – since 2013, for
example, CAT scanners. And now we’re also active

worldwide: One team has just returned from Tbilisi,
with the truck taking, including customs clearance, almost two weeks just to get there. And in the
coming days an assembly team will fly to Peru for a
charity project. The urology workstation is already
on its way there as sea freight.
What is planned for the future?
Klaus Stäblein: We want to expand existing client
relationships by continuing to provide reliable and
customized services. In addition we’re planning to
use our expertise in the field of medical technology
for other industries and product areas. Wherever
heavy, technically-complex products need to be
transported, we can put our skills to use.
Thank you very much
for talking to us, Mr Stäblein!

“WE ARE NOW
ACTIVE WORLDWIDE.”
Klaus Stäblein,
Head of Road Services Germany

ROAD SERVICES
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PLANT SUPPLY
FOR MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGY
Geis has taken over the handling of
highly sensitive components for
Fresenius Medical Care in Schweinfurt.
At Schwebheim, Geis Transport und
Logistik GmbH bundles all goods
receipts of spare parts and production
materials for the Schweinfurt plant.

S

chweinfurt has been the
site of Fresenius Medical
Care’s centre of excellence
and production plant for dialysis
machines since 1979. Geis first
of all created the ideal conditions
for plant supply: “We completely
overhauled the Schwebheim site
to meet customer requirements”,
explains Marco Weißensel, Project Manager and Key Account
Manager at Geis.
Among other things Geis set
up ESD-compliant workplaces.
These minimize electrostatic
discharge (ESD), which represents a danger for electronic
components.

A SURE HAND WITH SENSITIVE
TECHNOLOGY

© Fresenius Medical Care

The project started at the end of
last year with the transfer of the
inventories to Geis. Within just
one week, Geis moved more than
1,000 pallets and around 16,000
small load carriers. “From the
start we have handled all the components with extreme care”, says
Site Manager Helmut Blanke.
“After all, we’re talking about highly
sensitive medical equipment here.”
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In goods outwards, Geis assembles the load carriers in such a
way that the tugger-train can
transport them on the plant premises directly from the transfer
point to the production sites. Geis
deploys two shuttle trucks
for plant supply.

APP FOR MAXIMUM
TRANSPARENCY
All processes along the supply
chain are totally transparent:
Fresenius Medical Care is connected via interfaces to the Geis

warehouse management system
and is informed in real-time
of the respective order status.
A smartphone app specially
programmed by Geis is used
to immediately acknowledge
and document goods transfer.
On arrival at the unloading
point at the plant, the driver
logs in using the app and scans
the packing list on which all
the handed-over containers
are listed. The information
immediately appears in the
IT system.

THE DIALYSIS
SPECIALIST
Fresenius Medical Care is
the world’s largest provider
of products and services for
individuals with renal diseases of which about 3 million
patients worldwide regularly
undergo dialysis treatment.
Through its network of more

“Fresenius Medical Care
in Schweinfurt benefits from
absolute transparency,
streamlined processes and
intelligent solutions”, says Erik
Lassen, Managing Director
of Geis Transport und Logistik
GmbH. “I look forward to
continued cooperation.”

than 3,000 dialysis clinics,
Fresenius Medical Care
provides dialysis treatments
for about 300,000 patients
around the globe. Fresenius
Medical Care is also the
leading provider of dialysis
products such as dialysis
machines or dialyzers.

© Fresenius Medical Care

The extensive range of services
carried out includes posting in
the IT system, picking into special
compartments and inlays, and
storage in a two-storey modular
shelving system, on high-bays
and in ten climate cabinets. Geis
also separates inspection lots.

For the Fresenius dialysis equipment production
plant (above) in Schweinfurt, Geis now bundles
together all goods inwards at the Schwebheim
logistics centre (left).

LOGISTICS SERVICES 13

TWO IN
ONE FOR
SIEMENS
“BRINGING TOGETHER THE UNITS
IN ONE LOCATION IS ADVANTAGEOUS TO OUR CUSTOMER
IN MANY DIFFERENT WAYS.”
Erik Lassen,
Managing Director of Geis Industrie-Service GmbH

Siemens is relocating two previously geographically
separate Customer Service departments of the
Digital Factory division to Geis. In future, both will be
centralized in the Erlangen-Frauenaurach Logistics and
Technology Centre. This will reduce costs considerably.

B

oth Siemens service units
belong to the Customer Services (CS) business unit and
focus on spare-parts and returns
processing for drive and automation technology. The products
cover the entire spectrum – from
small circuit boards to extremely
heavy switch cabinets – and also
include dangerous goods.
“Bringing together the units in
one location is advantageous to
our customer in many different
ways”, says Erik Lassen, Managing Director of Geis IndustrieService GmbH. “Siemens now
has a central delivery address,
a joint warehouse and a connect-

14
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ed office wing. All this streamlines processes.”

NEW ADDRESS
At the end of January, goods
and processes for the spareparts business were moved from
the Siemens site at GüntherScharowsky-Straße 2 in Erlangen to the Logistics and Technology Centre in Frauenaurach.
In June, the CS Returns Center’s
logistics section in Fürth will
follow. Currently, Geis employees
in Fürth are acquiring the necessary skills to ensure a seamless
transfer of returns receipt.

WIDE RANGE OF SERVICES
In the logistics centre, Geis employees are responsible for goods
receipt and goods-inwards inspection, including posting in Siemens’s
EDP system, storage, picking and
packing, as well as provisioning the
goods for freight forwarders and
CEP service providers.
“For our customers we also offer
a 24/7 emergency service”, says
Andreas Bögl, Operational Site
Manager. When it comes to picking and packing, Geis is available
for Siemens around the clock,
seven days a week.

KÜRNACH
DOUBLES
LOGISTICSSPACE
T

he new facility is a “twin” of the existing distribution centre and is being built as an extension
to it. To this end, the transition area will be
opened up completely. The result will be a uniform
property approximately 175 metres in length.

Geis’s logistics facility in Kürnach
is being doubled in size: Once the
earthworks have been completed,
construction of the new terminal
will begin.

The facility will have a shelf area, a block storage
area, as well as flexibly-sized stock-picking and
handling areas. With a clear height of 10.50 metres
and a total of 17 loading and unloading bays and two
covered access ramps, the hall is ideal for complex
contract logistics tasks.
Transport links too remain optimal: The logistics centre is located not far from Würzburg directly on the
Biebelrieder Kreuz, the junction of the A7 and A3.
Once expansion is complete, the Kürnach Logistics
Centre will cover an area of nearly 16,000 square metres. The new building will be taken into operation later
this year. Customers will benefit from the enlarged
areas, and there is currently still free capacity available.

This year, Geis will double the capacity
of the Geis logistics facility in Kürnach to
around 16,000 square metres.

LOGISTICS SERVICES 15

KEEPING
PACE
WITH THE
TIME

iStock © Thinkstock

Close cooperation with universities is a
long-standing tradition at Geis: Students
bring the latest scientific findings with
them, and Geis provides the necessary
practical knowledge. This provides the
perfect basis for future- and customeroriented solutions.
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T

he promotion and development of its own employees
and trainees is a high priority
for Geis. The logistics service provider has developed its own training concepts and is implementing
them successfully. Not for nothing
is Geis according to the latest study
of the magazine Focus ranked
among the ten best employers in
Germany in the field of transport
and logistics (see page 18).
The Geis Group has also been actively involved with dual-degrees
for many years and is strengthening its cooperation with universities further: Once again in
the autumn, four dual-degree
students will begin their practical
training at Geis; the company will
then be a practical partner for
eleven dual-degree students.

SECURING ITS OWN NEXT
GENERATION OF MANAGERS
“By training dual-degree students, we are securing our own
future supply of managers. On
the one hand we are promoting

“AT GEIS, DUALDEGREE STUDENTS
ARE PROVIDED
WITH EVERYTHING
THEY NEED FOR A
LOGISTICS CAREER.”
Volker Kindler,
Head of Personnel Management
at the Geis Group

our top apprentices by supporting
them as a practical partner when
they start a dual-degree with
Geis”, explains Volker Kindler,
Head of Personnel Management.
“On the other side, we are promoting students who are completely new to the Geis world.”
Geis works with the students according to the group concept: They
are deployed at different group
sites and thereby gain a deep
insight into a wide range of logistic
processes. At the same time, the
students bring fresh new perspectives to the individual sites.

GETTING OFF TO
A GOOD START AFTER HIGHSCHOOL GRADUATION
Geis collaborates especially
closely with the universities of
Fulda and Würzburg/Schweinfurt. “The dual-degree students
studying logistics management
in Fulda receive outstanding
training for our road division.
During the course of their degrees their logistics expertise is
strengthened and initial projects
are implemented. Once they have
completed their studies, they are
ready to start work immediately”, says Volker Kindler. This also
applies to the logistics students
at the University of Würzburg/

Schweinfurt. They provide optimal support to Geis’s contract
logistics projects. Graduates
begin work, for example, as operational project managers.
Incidentally, with Geis as a practical partner, the dual-degree
students’ chances of being taken
on are excellent. To date, all Geis
graduates have been taken on.

CONSTANTLY
IN DIALOGUE
Geis holds constant discussions
with universities, is present at
university fairs and is a destination for excursions. Recently,
25 students from the Technische Hochschule Nürnberg
completing the “Outsourcing
of Logistics Services” module
visited the Frauenaurach site.
Here the students experienced
under the direction of Prof. Dr.
Christoph Tripp a successful
outsourcing project in theory
and practice. Together with
Veronika Schuhmann, project
manager at Siemens, Geis
presented the new outsourcing
project for Siemens DF – from
tendering, through planning and
implementation, to operational
implementation. The dialogue
between industry, academia and
logistics works perfectly.

GENERAL NEWS
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GEIS RANKS
AMONG THE TOP
EMPLOYERS
The Geis Group is one of the best employers in Germany. This is the finding
of a recent study carried out by news
magazine Focus. According to the “2016
Employers Study”, the logistics service
provider ranks 9 th in the “transport and
logistics” sector in Germany.
In collaboration with Xing and Kununu,
Focus identified the most attractive
employers in 22 sectors. Employees
were asked how satisfied they were with
management behaviour, their career
prospects, and their employer’s image.
“Varied work content, substantial decision-making freedom and freedom to act,
a friendly working environment and a safe
workplace are the key factors that make
Geis an extremely attractive employer”,
says Volker Kindler, Head of Personnel
Management. “And last but not least, we
offer comprehensive training and professional development opportunities, thus
opening up excellent career prospects.”

Kürnach Training
Officer Ursula
Wirth and Site
Manager Henry
Portisch with the
“Best Apprentices” Yannik Höhn,
Katja Riedmann,
Michael Keppner,
Lisa Scheller,
Theodora Mileshka and Fabian
Schneider (from
the left).

BEST
APPRENTICE
2016: GEIS IS
TH
RANKED 4
In the high-profile knowledge contest “Best Apprentice 2016”, six Geis Group trainees were ranked in the
Top 100. Overall, the Geis Group was voted Germany’s 4th most successful training company.

E

ach year, specialist medium
VerkehrsRundschau stages
a competition to find Germany’s best logistics apprentices.
1,762 aspiring forwarding and
logistics service specialists took
part in “Best Apprentice 2016”.
Six Geis trainees – all from the
Kürnach site – made it into the Top
100: Yannik Höhn, Michael Keppner, Theodora Mileshka, Katja
Riedmann, Lisa Scheller and Fabian Schneider shared 98th place.

18
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Due to these very good results,
the Geis Group came fourth in
the overall ranking of the best
logistics training companies.
“We pull out all the stops for our
trainees”, says Volker Kindler,
Head of Personnel Management
at the Geis Group. “For example,
by providing them with internal
training and professional development opportunities.”

KÜRNACH IS THE
QUALITY WINNER

G

eis has once again won the IDS Quality
Ranking: In 2015, the Hans Geis GmbH site in
Kürnach scored the highest number of points
and secured first place for the first time. Third
place went to last year’s winner, Geis Eurocargo in
Nuremberg. Each year, the IDS cargo partnership
reviews and compares the service quality provided
by all 45 partner sites.

Accepting the IDS award: Karsten Oehrlein from Hans Geis GmbH + Co KG
in Kürnach (centre), Marc Haase from C.E. Noerpel in Ravensburg (left) and
Gerhard Habel from Geis Eurocargo in Nuremberg.

ANNIVERSARIES – CONGRATULATIONS ON 25 YEARS WITH GEIS
Veit Hellfaier
joined Hans Geis GmbH in
Bad Neustadt as a truck driver
on 26 November 1990. He still
drives a truck there today, working the day
and night shifts.

Ulrich Eberlein
began working for Hans Geis
GmbH on 3 December 1990 as a
hall manager. Now he is responsible at Geis Industrie-Service in Forchheim for
Siemens Healthcare operations.

Jan Korsch
started working for Logistik
Schleiz on 26 November 1990
and is now employed by Bischoff
Transport. He drives a twelve-tonne truck and
carries out short-haul deliveries.

Dietmar Hager
started working for Militzer &
Münch on 5 December 1990 as a
hall worker. He is now employed
by Geis logistics & trade GmbH in Hof. He works
in the picking and goods inwards and goods
outwards areas.

Heike Budin
began working for Südkraft in
Schweinfurt on 1 December
1990. Today she works as an
administrator for Geis Transport und Logistik
GmbH in Gochsheim.
Stefan Burzick
on 1 December 2015 celebrated
his 25th anniversary as a truck
driver for Geis Eurocargo in Ohrdruf. In April this year he retired, but continues
to help out.
Jürgen Czech
began working for Taiyo Yuden on
1 December 1990, via which he
came to Geis Industrie-Service in
Fürth. He works as a group leader.
Knuth Reum
began working for TSG Thüringer
Speditionsgesellschaft as a
truck driver on 1 December 1990.
Today he works for Geis Eurocargo in Ohrdruf in
swap-body transports.

Yavus Öztürk
began working for Südkraft as
a warehouse employee on 10
December 1990. Today he works
in the handling department at Geis Transport
und Logistik in Nuremberg.
Gunter Wolfram
began working for Gebr. Bischoff
on 14 January 1991. Today he is
employed by Bischoff International as a warehouse employee in the consolidated
groupage department.
Liane Gommert
started work for Militzer & Münch
on 21 January 1991 in the data
collection department. Since 2004
she has worked for Geis logistics & trade GmbH in
Hof in the picking and packing department.

Harry Zickler
has worked as a truck driver
since 21 January 1991. He
works the day shift for Hans
Geis GmbH in Bad Neustadt.
Andreas Steinl
began as a warehouse worker at
Gorenje on 28 January 1991. Today
he works for Geis Industrie-Service
in Nuremberg as a warehouse manager.
Joachim Braun
started working for Siemens on
4 March 1991 and switched to Geis
in 1998. Since 2007 he has worked
for Geis Industrie-Service in Forchheim in the
warehouse for Siemens Healthcare.
Gerhard Habel
took up his position as group
leader – data collection at Häring
on 1 April 1991 and was eventually taken on by Geis Eurocargo in Nuremberg.
Today he is a freight manager.
Ralf Fickel
joined Hans Geis GmbH in Bad
Neustadt on 8 April 1991 as a
warehouse worker. He continues to
work there today in the transshipment hall.
Horst Winne
began working for Hans Geis
GmbH in Bad Neustadt on 8 April
1991 as a warehouse worker. He
still works there today in the transshipment hall.
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Whether an apprentice, driver, specialist or manager, every single one of the Geis Group’s more than
6,000 employees strives to ensure that our customers’ needs are fully met. With expertise and reliability, flexibility and passion. Go for the best overall package: www.geis-group.com

ROAD SERVICES

AIR + SEA SERVICES

LOGISTICS SERVICES

